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Jan K. Patrick, features editor

Keep It Simple Syrup is a spearmint
infused syrup created by Richmond,
Va., native Susan Martinson. The
syrup is not just for drinks but can
also be used in foods
without having to use
fresh mint.
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Simple, memorable
outdoor gatherings
FAMILY FEATURES

The best parties bring together great
food, great ingredients, and great
people. To make your party stand
out, take advantage of resources you
already have to create an inviting and
warm atmosphere for party guests.
The Right Ingredients Make for a Perfect
Summer Get-Together

Secret ingredient
is a ‘Kiss’ of mint
BY LURAH LOWERY

BRISTOL HERALD COURIER

T

he acronym KISS could
mean many things but
for Susan Martinson,
Kiss means Keep It Simple
Syrup, a spearmint infused
drink syrup that she created.
The idea to create Kiss came
to the Richmond native while
she was working as a barista
at Starbucks. Martinson was
shocked to discover that the
drink syrups that were put in
drinks were filled with artificial
sweeteners, colors, flavors and
preservatives.
“It surprised me that something completely filled with
artificial ingredients was being
added to so called premium
coffee,” Martinson said. “I
started to look on the market
to see if there were all natural
flavoring syrups for coffee
and tea beverages and almost
everything that I found had the
same type of ingredients.”
Martinson enjoys drinking
mojitos in the summer and
found that bartenders usually don’t have any fresh mint
available to make the cocktail.
After making these discoveries,
Martinson set out to create an
all natural drink syrup that can
be added to beverages, cocktails and foods without having
to use fresh mint.
Kiss is made from pure cane
sugar, triple-filtered water,
natural spearmint extract from
spearmint leaves and citric
acid. It is also fat free, gluten
free and contains no high fructose corn syrup.
“It’s surprisingly good in tea,”
Nathaniel Spell of Bristol said.
“I would have never guessed
that spearmint tea would be
that good. It almost tastes like
candy.”
Martinson’s big break for her
product came in 2011 when
she presented her product to
the listing committee at the

See KISS, Page A9
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veryone knows the key
elements to a fantastic
backyard barbeque
are great company, exciting
conversation, and delicious
recipes — so be sure to pull
together the perfect grilling menu that will keep your
guests’ smiles as warm as the
summer sun.
Get creative when planning
your summer party. Kids also
will love to get involved and
add their own personal touches
to the big event. Simple items,
such as blankets, oversized
pillows, Mason jars and mismatched dinnerware will create
the feeling of home and comfort
to all. These simple additions,
along with essential recipe
ingredients like Hellmann’s
Mayonnaise Dressing with Olive
Oil, will make for an amazing
summer menu and party for
your friends and family.
Here are a few tips to make
your outdoor party simple and
smooth:
» Opt for Appetizers
Many party guests will want to
nosh and mingle throughout the
evening, so make sure you have
plenty of appetizers, dips and
chips on hand while you ﬁre up
the grill for the main course.
» Stick with Simple
Don’t spend all of your
resources on fancy snacks and
sweets that require countless
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Texas Potato Salad

hours of preparation. Choose
simple crowd favorites, such
as the Texas Potato Salad made
with just a few delicious ingredients including Hellmann’s
Mayonnaise Dressing with Olive
Oil, which combines the creamy,
rich Hellmann’s taste you love
with olive oil. This crunchy, fresh
salad doubles as the perfect appetizer when served with tortilla
or pita chips. Just create, plate
and cover with plastic wrap and
you have dishes ready to kick off
a fabulous party.
» Fire up the Grill
In addition to appealing appetizers, be sure your guests have
tons of options when it comes
to the main party entrée. Easy
dishes, like Grilled Asparagus
with Citrus Gremolata made
with Hellmann’s Mayonnaise
Dressing with Olive Oil, can
quickly be made on the grill for
a delicious and easy treat that is
sure to please party goers.
» Self-Serve Drink Stations
Allow guests to reﬁll their
drinks themselves by placing
drinks on a small end table or
cart. Cover it with a brightly
colored tablecloth and stacked
glasses. Don’t forget your ice
bucket and tongs for mixed
cocktails. If you are serving beer
or wine, ice them down in galvanized bins placed next to the
drink station. Be sure to position
the station away from the food
to keep lines from forming.

Grilled Asparagus with Citrus Gremolata

Did you know that Hellmann’s
is celebrating its 100th birthday?
For more great recipes and to
learn more about the centennial celebration or download a
coupon, visit www.Facebook.
com/Hellmanns.

Grilled Skirt Steak with
Citrus

A Chef Tim Love recipe
1 cup mayonnaise dressing with olive oil
4 (8-ounce) outside skirt steaks
1/2 cup peanut oil
Kosher salt and cracked black pepper
(to taste)
2 tablespoons chili powder based rub
2 limes, cut in half
2 lemons, cut in half
1 tangerine, cut in half
Heat grill on high with lid
closed for 30 minutes or light
charcoal and let burn to white
coals. Rub the steak with oil and
season with salt and pepper,
then the rub. Place the steak on
the hot grill for 3 minutes on
each side. Squeeze a lime half
on each steak. Remove and rest
for at least 3 minutes. Squeeze
all citrus into a mixing bowl.
Whip the dressing into citrus
mixture and place in a squirt
bottle. Cut steak against the
grain and drizzle the citrus mayonnaise mixture over top. Serve
immediately.

Grilled Asparagus with
Citrus Gremolata

A Chef Tim Love recipe
1/2 cup mayonnaise dressing with
olive oil
1 tablespoon olive oil

Grilled Skirt Steak with Citrus

1 teaspoon ﬁnely chopped garlic
2 tablespoons minced shallot
Grated peel of 1 lemon
1/4 cup white wine
1/4 cup lemon juice
1 cup bread crumbs
12 medium asparagus spears, trimmed
2 tablespoons peanut oil
Kosher salt and cracked black pepper
to taste
Preheat grill to 450°F. Heat
olive oil in a small sauté pan
on the grill. Just before the oil
smokes add garlic, shallot, and
lemon peel. Sauté slightly. Add
white wine and lemon juice and
simmer for 1 minute. Add bread
crumbs and dressing and sauté
until golden brown. Mix asparagus, peanut oil, salt and pepper.
Grill for 3 minutes, turning fairly
frequently. Place asparagus on
a serving platter. Sprinkle bread
crumb mixture over the grilled
asparagus and serve.

Texas Potato Salad

A Chef Tim Love recipe
1/2 cup Hellmann’s or Best Foods
Mayonnaise Dressing with Olive Oil
1/2 cup pickled jalapeños, diced
1/2 cup sweet pickles, diced
1/4 cup whole grain mustard
1/2 cup fresh chives
4 warm baked potatoes
Salt and pepper (to taste)
1/4 cup toasted pepitas (pumpkin
seeds)
Mix dressing, jalapeños, sweet
pickles, mustard, and chives in
large bowl. Burst the potatoes
and crumble apart. Add them
to the mayonnaise mixture. Mix
well and season with salt and
pepper. Top with the toasted
pepitas and serve.

Technology can help you stay ﬁt with running, wellness apps

I

am deﬁnitely not a techie,
my children can sure attest to
that fact. They would text me
paragraphs and I would answer
back with one or, at the most,
two words. My cell phone was
ancient and it was more trouble
than it was worth to try and text a
sentence.
Now I have moved up in the
world with my iPhone 5 and
texting has become my chosen
method of communication (of
course face to face is best when
possible), especially if I need
to get a message out quick and
conversation is not possible. I am
using Facebook, Twitter, YouTube,
iTunes, Excel, Microsoft Word and
PowerPoint; at times I even help
my children. Now that may be the
eighth wonder of the world!
As you might have imagined,
technology is alive in well in

the world of wellness too. The
development of wellness apps
have rocked many people’s world,
especially people that love to
monitor and track
their progress. Let’s
look at some of the
most popular and
well-known running and wellness
apps.
Linda
» RunKeeper
Stollings — Free (with paid
Fit Rx
upgrade available).
RunKeeper is one
of the ﬁrst running apps. RunKeeper has a following of more
than 20 million users. The app
has an easy user interface that
tracks stats like pace, distance,
calories burned and time. It also
comes with goal setting options
and a coach in your headphone
with built in audio cues.

» MapMyRun — Free (with paid
upgrade available). By using
the built in GPS on our mobile
phone, MapMyRun will track
your duration, distance, space,
speed, elevation, route and
calories burned (if you preset
your body weight) on an interactive online map. If you are out of
town and are looking for a good
place to run or walk, you can
check the thousands of training
maps created by users just like
yourself.
» Nike+ Free — The Nike+ running app tracks distance, pace,
time and calories burned with
GPS, giving you audio feedback
as you run. The app automatically uploads to nikeplus.com to see
your runs, including your route
and elevation. It automatically
uploads to nikeplus.com to see
your runs, including your route,

elevation and NikeFuel (points
you earn based on movement).
You can even challenge your
non- running friends to keep up
with your pace by comparing the
NikeFuel points.
» MyFitnessPal — A free
smartphone app and website that tracks diet and exercise
to determine optimal nutrients and caloric intake for the
user’s goals. MyFitnessPal has
different exercises and sometimes the same exercise at different intensities or speeds. The
user may enter the name of the
food or scan the barcode to ﬁnd
the item in a large database of
about two million foods or may
select foods from a list of most
frequently eaten foods.Dietitian
Michelle Eckhart says a bonus
for dieters using such tools is that
“numbers don’t lie and I think

when people can really see the
reality — the numbers — it helps
them to adjust their behaviors
more quick.” The user enters
the number of minutes spent
exercising and the calories spent
are calculated. The calories spent
on the exercise are added to the
total number of calories that the
user should eat per day. The user
gets a good picture of calories in
versus calories out.
These are just a few of the
many wellness apps that you can
download on your smartphone
to help you take advantage of
technology in a positive way. Setting goals and monitoring
progress is a good way to adhere
to your wellness plan.
See you on Facebook.

Linda Stollings is a wellness consultant in Bristol,
Tenn.Email her at lstollings@ﬁtprescriptions.com.
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Same generic drug, many prices

I

f your insurance has ever
stopped covering a prescription drug or you don’t have
coverage at all, you know how
quickly costs can mount. Americans spent, on average, $758 out
of pocket for medication in 2012,
according to a recent Consumer
Reports national telephone poll.
And in its survey of 1,130 people
who regularly took prescription
drugs — the insured and uninsured — 12 percent spent more
than $1,200 last year.
Consumer Reports’ advice if
you’re looking to reduce out-ofpocket drug costs: Shop around.
Its secret shoppers recently
called more than 200 pharmacies
throughout the U.S. to get prices
on a month’s supply of ﬁve blockbuster drugs that have recently
become available as generics: Actos (pioglitazone), for diabetes;
Lexapro (escitalopram), an antidepressant; Lipitor (atorvastatin), for
high cholesterol; Plavix (clopidogrel), a blood thinner; and Singulair (montelukast), for asthma. The
result? A whopping difference of
$749, or 447 percent, between the
highest and lowest-priced stores.
Costco was the least expensive
overall, and you don’t need to be a
member to use its pharmacy. A few
independent pharmacies came in
even cheaper, though their prices
varied widely, as did grocery store
pharmacies. The online retailers
Healthwarehouse.com and FamilyMeds.com also had very low

prices. On the other end of the
spectrum, CVS, Rite Aid and Target
had the highest retail prices.
A representative of CVS told
Consumer Reports that its retail
drug prices reﬂect other services
offered by the chain, including
drive-through windows, automated prescription reﬁll systems, free
outreach programs to help make
sure patients are taking their prescriptions correctly, and 24-hour
pharmacies.
How to save
Whichever drugstore or pharmacy you use, choosing generics
over brand-name drugs will save
you money. Talk to your doctor,
who may be able to prescribe
cheaper alternatives in the same
class of drug. In addition, follow
these tips:
» Request the lowest price. Consumer Reports’ analysis showed
that shoppers didn’t always receive the lowest available price
when they called the pharmacy.
Sometimes they were given a discounted price, and other times
they were quoted the list price.
Be sure to explain — whether you
have insurance or not — that you
want the lowest possible price.The
shoppers found that student and

senior discounts may also apply,
but again, you have to ask.
» Leave the city. Grocery store
pharmacies and independent
drugstores sometimes charge
higher prices in urban areas than
in rural areas. For example, Consumer Reports’ shoppers found
that for a 30-day supply of generic
Actos, an independent pharmacy
in Raleigh, N.C., charged $203.
A store in a rural area of the state
sold it for $37.
» Get a reﬁll for 90 days, not 30
days. Most pharmacies offer discounts on a three-month supply.
» Consider paying retail. At Costco, the drugstore websites and a
few independents, the retail prices
were lower for certain drugs than
many insurance copays.
» Look for additional discounts.
All chain and big-box drugstores
offer discount generic drug programs, with some selling hundreds
of generic drugs for $4 a month or
$10 for a three-month supply. Other programs require you to join to
get the discount. (Restrictions apply, and certain programs charge
annual fees.)
Although the low costs found at
a few stores could entice you to get
your prescriptions ﬁlled at multiple pharmacies based only on
price, Consumer Reports’ medical
consultants say it’s best to use a
single pharmacy. That keeps all of
the drugs you take in one system,
which can help you avoid dangerous drug interactions.

In the aftermath of a disaster, Social Security can help
For some, recent years have
been made difﬁcult by natural disasters. Fatal tornadoes in
Oklahoma. Massive wildﬁres
and strong earthquakes in Colorado and California. Landslides
in Washington. Flooding in Texas,
North Carolina and Florida. Hail
storms in Tennessee. Hurricane
Sandy along the Eastern seaboard.
And now, we brace ourselves for
yet another hurricane season.
In addition to the catastrophes
caused by Mother Nature, there
are man-made tragedies, such as
the theater shooting in Aurora,
Colo., that killed 12 and injured
58; the Sandy Hook Elementary
School massacre in Newtown,
Conn., which left 26 children and
staff members dead; and the Boston Marathon explosions, killing
three and injuring more than 260.
When disasters strike, despite
the immediate response by so
many well-intentioned people
and organizations, it’s often hard
to know where to turn. But when
it comes to the need for disability
and survivors beneﬁts, Social Security is always here to serve those
who require our services.
Dependent survivors of wage
earners, such as spouses, minor
children, and in some cases parents or grandchildren, may be

Insight:
Social Security
eligible for survivor beneﬁts when
the family’s provider dies. The sad
fact is that about one in eight of
today’s 20 year-old workers will
die before reaching age 67. The
good news is about 96 percent of
people age 20 to 49 who work have
survivors insurance protection if
they die and leave behind young
children and surviving spouses.
Social Security is here to help
people inﬂicted with disabling
conditions as well. In fact, disabled
workers account for about 19 percent of all Social Security beneﬁts
paid. One in four of today’s 20
year-old workers will become disabled before reaching age 67.
Our emergency services reach
more than the limited numbers
of people who die or become disabled as a result of a tragedy. For
example, if you are still receiving
a paper check and the delivery of
mail is interrupted due to severe
weather, in many cases any Social
Security ofﬁce can issue an immediate replacement payment.
To avoid this situation, however,
switch to electronic payments as
required by law. Even if your mailbox — or home — is destroyed
due to an emergency, or you are

evacuated or displaced, your payment will always arrive on time
every time if you receive it electronically.
Sometimes, emergencies cause
Social Security ofﬁces to close. If
you want to check whether your
local ofﬁce is open, the best place
to go is to Social Security’s Ofﬁce
Closings And Emergency Information page at www.socialsecurity.gov/emergency. This site is a
great place to visit before you try
to go to an ofﬁce, especially when
severe weather is affecting your
area.
The emergency page also offers
valuable FEMA advice that can
help you prepare for or cope with
emergency situations.
While we all hope and pray to
avoid disasters, unfortunately,
they are bound to occur. The best
we can do is to be as prepared as
possible to deal with them if they
happen. And know that Social Security will be here for you when
you need it.
Be prepared. Visit www.socialsecurity.gov/emergency.
DendraWhitt,Social SecurityAdministration
district manager is the local contact.She may be
reached by mail at 2484 LeeHwy.,BristolVA24201,
by phone (866) 504-5013,or email features@
bristolnews.com.Visit www.socialsecurity.gov.

How many: About 27,000.
More info: Call Halo Innovations
at 866-819-8118, send email to
halorecall@nrmsinc.com, or visit
www.halosleep.com and click
on the product recall link on the
home page for more information.
Chilren’s Clothing
Details: Apple Park children’s
two-piece loungewear sets from
the Bamboo Loungewear Collection. They were sold in children’s
sizes 6 months through size 4. The
sets consist of a long-sleeve shirt
paired with matching full-length
pants with elastic waistband. The
collar, ankles, and wristbands
are solid-color. The sets come in
ﬁve animal character prints: pink
“bunny,” blue “cubby,” white/
green “ducky,” violet “lamby” and
green “monkey.” ‘’GPU CO815”
is printed on sewn labels at the
pants waistline and along the
shirt’s bottom right side seam.
Why: The loungewear garments
fail to meet children’s sleepwear
federal ﬂammability standards
which require sleepwear, including loungewear, to be either snugﬁtting or ﬂame resistant, posing a
risk of burn injuries to children.
Incidents: None reported.
How many: About 7,250.
More Info: Call Apple Park at 866708-4695 or visit www.applepark.
com and click on Recall Informa-

tion at the bottom of the page for
more information.
Tea Kettles
Details: Chefmate 2-quart tea
kettles with a black enamel ﬁnish and a solid black resin handle.
The Chefmate logo is stamped
on the bottom of the aluminum
tea kettle. They were sold at Target stores and at Target.com from
January 2006 through May 2013.
Why: Steam can travel up the
handle, or water can spill from
the spout, posing a burn hazard
to the consumer. In addition, the
leaking steam can cause the kettle
to fail to whistle. If water completely evaporates from the kettle,
the aluminum bottom can melt
onto the stove and pose a burn
hazard.
Incidents: 13 reports of incidents, including ﬁve reports of
steam traveling up the handle,
three reports of hot water spilling from the spout, and a report
of a hot handle. In addition, four
consumers reported the tea kettle base melting onto the stove
burner. No injuries have been reported.
How many: About 716,000 in the
U.S. and 1,400 in Canada.
More Info: Call Wilton Industries
at 866-255-9237 or visit www.wilton.com and click on Recalls for
more information.
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Kiss

been able to explore that
much yet because of the
distance from Richmond,”
From Page A8
she said. “I’ve seen so many
Virginia ABC. The committee reports from ABC about what
members periodically decide types of liquor are popular
in certain areas and in the
what products should be
western part of the state, it
offered in ABC stores and at
seems like it’s kind of bourthese times give people the
bon central. Because Kiss
opportunity to pitch their
is so popular mixed with
products.
bourbon, to me, it seems like
“I managed to get myself
a natural fit.”
on the schedule in the sumThe weekend of the Kenmer of 2011 and I presented
my product,” Martinson said. tucky Derby has been the
“To my delight, they decided busiest weekend for sales so
far because Kiss is commonly
to give it a try. By December
of 2011 it had hit the shelves used to make mint juleps,
which is a traditional drink at
of 80 stores.”
the Kentucky Derby, MartinKiss is now available in in
more than 160 stores, includ- son said.
Martinson adamantly says
ing ABC stores, Kroger stores,
and specialty grocery stores. that there are many uses for
Kiss and wants people to
It is also used in some bars
know that her product is not
and restaurants.
only for beverages. The tag
Martinson originally
thought that the biggest mar- that comes on each bottle of
Kiss lists many uses, which
ket for Kiss would be in bars
and restaurants. She thought include: moistening chocothat it would be great to offer late, lemon or pound cake;
drizzling over fresh berries,
a time saving, quality prodsliced peaches or mangos
uct to bartenders that has a
consistent mint flavor. To her and making a sorbet with
fresh fruit puree, ice and
surprise, she has sold more
Kiss in an ice cream maker.
to individual consumers instead of bars and restaurants. Spearmint ice cream, milkShe thinks the main reason shakes and minted raspberry
sauce can also be made.
for this is because bartendMartinson encourages
ers place their orders at ABC
stores over the phone and as people to come up with new
uses for Kiss and when they
a result do not see the new
do,
to send her the recipe
products that are available in
and a photo so she can post
the stores.
them to her website.
Kiss first came out in
“In a milkshake, Kiss added
700 mL bottles for use in
a
spearmint taste without
bars and restaurants. After
being overpowering,” Spell
individual consumers kept
said.
buying Kiss, Martinson was
Most negative comments
asked to make a smaller
about
the product come
bottle. By December of 2012,
from people who don’t
Kiss was available in 350 mL
like the taste of spearmint.
bottles.
Martinson said to not get
“People are trying it and
spearmint
confused with
liking it and the word is getpeppermint.
ting out,” Martinson said.
“There are over 300 variet“It’s slowly but surely making
ies of mint,” she said. “When
its way all across the ComI specify on my label that
monwealth, which is much
Kiss is spearmint infused, I
more than I ever could have
dreamed of when I was mak- think people conjure up that
it tastes like toothpaste or
ing a cocktail in my kitchen
like a wintergreen flavor but
five years ago.”
peppermint is different from
Martinson is currently
spearmint.”
working to get Kiss into as
Katherine Moseley of
many stores in as many locaBristol
gave Kiss a try, even
tions as she can, including
the Tri-Cities and Southwest though she doesn’t like
spearmint. “At first I thought
Virginia. So far Kiss has
it would be awful but it’s
made it to four local ABC
actually
really good.”
stores: in Marion on North
Kiss is not available in any
Main Street, in Abingdon on
other infusions, as Martinson
West Main Street, in Bristol
calls them, but one of her
on Euclid Avenue and in St.
current goals is to get two
Paul on Wise Street. For a
other infusions that she has
list of ABC stores that carry
Kiss visit keepitsimplesyrup. thought of in production.
For more information on
com/abc.html. For a list of
Kiss
or to buy a bottle, visit
other locations that carry
keepitsimplesyrup.com or
it visit keepitsimplesyrup.
facebook.com/keepitsimplecom/locate.html.
syrup.
“The Tri-Cities is a part of
the state that I haven’t really
llowery@bristolnews.com / 276-645-2574

Briefly
Local teacher attends
NYSE Euronext Workshop

Recent Recalls
Several types of children’s clothing that fail to meet ﬂame-resistance standards are among this
week’s recalled consumer products. Others include baby blankets that pose a choking hazard
and defective tea kettles. Visit
www.cpsc.gov for more recalls.
Baby Blankets
Details: HALO SleepSack wearable blankets with pink satin
ﬂowers. They are white cotton
with pink-edged rufﬂes and a
pink satin rose embellishment
on the front. These sack-shaped
wearable blankets have cut-outs
for the baby’s arms, a zipper down
the center, a sewn bottom and
were sold in small and medium
sizes. Only SleepSack products
with GPU numbers 2701, 2781,
2886, 2887, 3007, 3035, and 3142
printed on a neck label under the
primary neck label are included
in the recall. They were sold at Babies R Us and www.babiesrus.com
from December 2011 through July
2013.
Why: Petals from the ﬂoral embellishment on the blankets can
detach, posing a choking hazard
to infants.
Incidents: Six reports of the petals detaching from the blankets
including one report of an infant
found gagging on a detached
petal.
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DAMASCUS, Va. — Joy
Munsey, business teacher
from Holston High School,
participated in the New
York Stock Exchange Euronext Teachers Workshop
this summer.
The NYSE Teachers Workshop, now in its 26th year,
is an annual program held
in conjunction with the
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC)
Office of Investor Education and Advocacy that
helps approximately 200
teachers each year from
across the United States
educate students on the
financial marketplace and
its importance in their lives
and the global economy.
For the last two years,
the program has provided
fellowship grants to enable
under-resourced teachers
to participate in the program, and 47 fellowships
were awarded this year.
Munsey was one of those
47 awarded a fellowship.
The NYSE Teacher Workshop is designed to give
educators a thorough
understanding of the capital-raising process, market
structure, technology used

in today’s trading, financial
products and regulation.

Cambridge House’s
Pope named district
Caregiver of the Year
BRISTOL, Tenn. — Certified Nursing Assistant
Terry Pope of The Cambridge House in Bristol
was recently honored as
the Tennessee Health Care
Association’s East Tennessee District Caregiver of the
Year. He received the award
Aug. 19 during THCA’s
Convention & Trade Show
in Nashville.
Pope, who has worked at
the facility for four years, is
best known for cheerfully
greeting his residents each
day with a big smile and a
pleasant attitude.
“Terry served in the U.S.
Air Force for 15 years,” said
administrator Suzanne
Rich. “Since being honorably discharged from the
military, he has served his
residents, his family, his
church and his community.”
The honoree will be recognized at a special ceremony on Nursing Home
Caregiver Appreciation Day
Nov. 22.

